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Journaling is an essential component of maths mastery. It’s a skill that, like


counting itself, may look simple but is really quite complex. 



 


 

When done correctly, journaling can pay enormous dividends by deepening a


child’s understanding of core mathematical concepts and boosting confidence.



Renowned Singapore maths expert Dr. Yeap Ban Har is a big proponent of the


benefits of journaling. In these videos, he explains and


describes  and .



 


 

what journaling is 

evaluative journaling descriptive journaling

Transform your maths assessment


Insights — our online assessment tool — gives you instant, powerful data to


identify gaps and improve results.

Learn more

Helly Douglas explains the of journaling and gives some 

tips to make them more effective.

 five different types 



The nuts and bolts



Having trouble getting your pupils started with journals? Don’t worry — we


have your back. Simply cut out these Maths — No Problem! characters and


journaling prompts, assemble and print them on white or coloured paper and


display them on a cork board. Or, create your very own poster for the


classroom.

But what are the benefits?



Journaling can be a because it leads to flexible thinking and


encourages the use of precise mathematical language in learners,

potent tool 

Even for experienced practitioners, it can be difficult to know what a good maths 

journal looks like. If you’d like to know what kind of activities support your learners 

best, you’re in the right place. Here’s a series of  for planning effective journal 

entries from mastery expert Adam Gifford.



From the Archives



Issue 89 of the NCETM’s Primary and Early Years magazine is chock full of 

, and even has a case study of what happened when maths journals were 

introduced at a school after it received a set of poor results. Serena Grear, who helped 

introduce the journals, reported that “The children’s reasoning skills developed 

immensely and they began to ooze with confidence when talking about their work.”


Journaling is particularly effective for teaching multiplication in depth, says Roger 

Hitchin. In this , he gives several real-world examples from students.



Here are some examples of , from the students of


, a Year 2 teacher in Manchester.

top tips

examples 

of journaling

blog post

journaling to learn regrouping

Mr. Rahman

Download



says Gemma Meharg, principal teacher at Glasgow City Council.



That’s also why there’s a maths journal idea at the end of each chapter in the 


Maths — No Problem! textbooks. Download our primer for journaling within the 

Maths — No Problem! programme, including how to use journaling for assessment.

In our resource corner…



iPad versus paper


Our podcast hosts Andy, Emily and Adam weigh up the pros and cons of old-school 

and new-age ways of writing. Has paper seen its day? Should we


digitise everything?

A Gold Star for Year 1 pupils at in Moreton, who used


journaling to show off .

Christ Church C of E 

incredible subtraction skills

Download

Listen Now



Be consistent!


Shametria Routt Banks, an educator in Texas, advocates giving learners


consistent opportunities to write about maths. Read about her .



One Kind Word


Anti-Bullying Week is on now, and these days, kindness is more important than


ever. Here are some  and tips on how to get involved.

five strategies

free resources

And finally...


In his head, a plan of ...mathematical perfection
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